
Energy flow through 
food chains

KL: Explain the energy losses through food chains



1) All of the energy that flows through food chains comes originally 
from the sun. 

2) Arrows in food chains show what eats what. 

3) The arrows show the flow of energy through the system.



Energy flow in a food chain

Sun
98% energy lost

Producer
90% energy lost

Primary consumer
90% energy lost

Secondary consumer
90% energy lost

Tertiary consumer

Ecologists have calculated only 10% of energy available in a 
trophic level is taken up by the level after

Why only THREE 
consumers in the 
chain?

How do you think 
energy is being lost at 
each stage?



Energy flow through Producers

Most of the sunlight that falls on leaves is not absorbed and used

Why?
Most doesn’t hit the plants
Some is reflected from the leaf’s surface e.g. waxy cuticle
Some passes straight through the leaf without hitting chloroplasts
Only part of the light is useful and can be absorbed by chlorophyll 
(e.g. right colour - red, wrong colour - green)

The overall efficiency of energy transfer during photosynthesis is less 
than 10%

So, only about 1 - 5% of sunlight energy reaching the plant

is transferred into useful chemical energy in the carbohydrates



Energy Flow through Producers

•How is energy lost 
in consumers?
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Biomass 
digested

Biomass 
in as 
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Biomass 
turned into 
new horse 
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heating the 
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Efficiency in food chains

Most food chains only have a few links in them. This is 
because energy is lost at each level, for example as heat, for 
movement, and in urine and faeces.

You may be asked in the exam to calculate these energy 
losses in kJ (kilo Joules) using information they have given 
you.



Efficiency in food chains: practice
• This animal has eaten 100 kJ of stored energy in the form of grass, 

and excreted 63 kJ in the form of faeces, urine and gas

• The energy stored in its body tissues is 4 kJ – how much has been 
used up in respiration?

• How much energy is passed on (energy efficiency percentage)?





Energy Transfer Questions

1. What do plants use a lot of their energy for?

2. Do all organisms lose the same amount of heat energy?

3. Why doesn’t the whole of an organisms body get passed to 
the next stage of the food chain?

4. Food chains are rarely more than 5 trophic levels, why?

5. Why is food production more efficient with less stages in the 
food chain?



Energy Transfer Answers
1. What do plants use a lot of their energy for?

To make new cells to grow

2. Do all organisms lose the same amount of heat energy?

No, larger animals lose more energy as heat. Also warm blooded animals loose more as 
their body has to be kept at a constant temperature

3. Why doesn’t the whole of an organisms body get passed to the next stage of the 
food chain?

Some of it is inedible or can’t be digested e.g. bones and teeth, fibre and cell walls

4. Food chains are rarely more than 5 trophic levels, why?

So much energy is lost at each stage that there is not enough left to support the 
organisms after 4 or 5 stages

5. Why is food production more efficient with less stages in the food chain?

Less material and less energy is wasted this means more food can be produced


